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WHO WE ARE
Safe, customisable, filtered,
and reusable masks

We are an Australian manufacturing

company specialising in creating hand

face masks

.
,

being

wear

,

-

made

’

essential for everyone s well

Sustainable

,

reusable and easy to

our face masks are lovingly made to

ensure that your outings are responsibly

healthy for yourself

community

.

,

your family and your

LOGISTICS
We can manufacture

50,000

face masks with a fast

turnaround time within a week

Production is in Sydney

-

Australia

Our prices are competitive in bulk orders

.

To discuss pricing

please contact us for a quote

Filtered masks can be customised for businesses with colour
and logo selection available

We use cotton that is manufactured in Australia and
ethically sourced

.

CURRENT
CLIMATE
.

Face coverings are now a legal requirement in many public spaces around the world This is because of the higher rates of

.

community transmission of coronavirus

-

,

The majority of masks are manufactured from long lasting plastic materials and if discarded can persist in the environment

.

.

for decades to hundreds of years This means they can have a number of impacts on the environment and people

’

It s estimated the global use and disposal of masks and gloves will amount to

-19

every month of the COVID

.

129

billion face masks and

65

billion plastic gloves for

pandemic

,

The University College London team examined the manufacture use and disposal of masks that were disposable and reusable to

.

calculate their overall environmental impact They found machine washing reusable masks had the lowest environmental impact over

.

a year

THE FILTERED
SOLUTION
Filtered Masks has recognised a need for reusable

.

3

ply cotton masks with

a slit to place a filter for added protection

,

-

Filtered masks is a refined garment like mask that is both comfortable and

.

breathable for long periods of community use Available in a range of
monochromatic colours and engineered to feel as kind to your skin as they

.

are to the environment

Our

3

ply masks are

100%

cotton and suitable to most faces with

.

adjustable ties around the ears for the best seal and coverage

,

masks are reusable washable at

.

the end of its life

60

degrees and

100%

Filtered

compostable at

Benefits

1

3

ply cotton with slit to place

filter for extra protection

2

3

Filtered Mask

Lycra fabric pouches from a

.

Adult

,

teen and kids sizes

.

.

Mask Pouch

range of colours

Family Sizing

4

Quality

Hand

-

made in Australia of

the highest quality

.

PROTECTING
BIG AND SMALL
'

We re proud to be protecting big and small with our collaboration
with the Four Paws UK

.

&

AU and Humanely Society to put an end dog

trade slaughter

Our mission is to provide every living being with the protection that they

,

,

’

need and with every Filtered mask purchased you re helping us get

!

there Be part of the global mission and sign the petition to end animal

.

.

suffering Our very own Koby says thank you for the support

CONTACT US
Mailing Address
31A General Holmes Drive,
Brighton-Le-Sands NSW 2216

Phone Number
0435 177 027

E-mail Address

filteredmasksau

saintina@hotmail.com

Website

www.filteredmasks.com.au

@filtered.masks

